
Senior Software Engineer

Role Purpose:
Working as part of the Team, you will be responsible for the design, development and testing of several
key projects within the pricing and risk management. Work streams will include both business initiatives
and technology modernization requirements. You will be working on strategic initiatives to modernize our
existing technology stack based on a distributed scalable microservice based architecture. You will be 
expected to make an active contribution to this process and be prepared to offer ideas and solve problems
at every stage of each project.

Location: Krakow/remote

We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search 
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are 
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of 
Senior Software Engineer. We offer a rewarding and exciting 
professional experience and opportunity to develop your 
career in a highly competitive international environment.

Scope of Responsibilities:
Perform detailed requirement, design, and code reviews to ensure thorough due diligence is applied.
Understand individual business requirements in order to design, develop and test effective solutions.
Understand and implement required development guidelines, design standards and best practices at
all times.
Understand in detail the business operational process both before and after the impact of any
software changes.
Take responsibility for analysis, design, and development to ensure due diligence is applied 
consistently to all software changes.
Ensure software releases support continuous build and automated deployment practices.
Provide prompt and knowledgeable assistance to business continuity and platform operations
whenever requested.
Work to identify risks and enhance control across the business.

Skills & Experience required:

Essential Skills, Knowledge & Experience
.NET Developer (primary skill)
Multi-threading and concurrency
Working in an Agile, Scrum process

Desirable Skills, Knowledge & Experience
C#, .NET 5
REST API
gRPC
protobuf
Linux command line
WPF
ActiveMQ
Teamcity
Ansible
Experience in developing desktop applications
Working with streaming “real time” messaging in a distributed enterprise
Python



Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to 
Konrad.witek@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „ Senior Software Engineer” in the subject line.

Work in a startup-like environment that encourages ideas and creativity 
A team of experienced developers helping each other improve their skills
Ability to choose the equipment you work with 
Standing desk and ergonomic chair
Spacious and cozy office space in the heart of old Kraków
Flexible working hours and the possibility to work remotely
Competitive benefits package, including health care and gym pass (Multisport)
Kitchen full of coffee, tea, snacks, and fresh fruit
Salary in line with the market
Co-working, mentoring and personal development

Offer:


